We estimate the short-range wake elds in the W-band active matrix linac of a 5-TeV collider, and demonstrate that for the assumed 60-pC bunch c harge and 10-m rms bunch length they are acceptable. Abstract. We estimate the short-range wake elds in the W-band active matrix linac of a 5-TeV collider, and demonstrate that for the assumed 60-pC bunch c harge and 10-m rms bunch length they are acceptable.
INTRODUCTION
We consider an active matrix linac as described in Ref. Table 1 .
The calculations presented in this paper do not pay attention to the rectangular geometry of the cells. This is justi ed, since the irises are round and we are only concerned with the short-range wake elds.
LONGITUDINAL WAKE FIELD Geometric Wake
The longitudinal geometric wake eld is maximum at the position of the drive particle, where it assumes the value 3 W L 0 = Z 0 c a Since the iris walls occupy about 20 of the total length, and their radius a is about 1 3 of b, w e nd that the contributions to the resistive-wall wake eld from iris and cavity w all are comparable. These two w ake elds, for iris and walls, are depicted in Fig. 2 right, where we have m ultiplied by the di erent lling factors of about 20 and 80, respectively. The resistive w ake eld falls o rapidly over a distance much shorter than the bunch length, and its magnitude is small compared with the geometric wake. Thus, the longitudinal resistive-wall wake eld can be neglected.
Coating and Surface Roughness
The e ects of a dielectric coating or surface roughness can be described by 8 : 
Total Longitudinal Wake
The total wake i s n o w the sum of the geometric, the dielectric and the surface roughness wakes we neglect the resistive-wall wake eld, since it is much smaller. In Fig. 4 left we compare the total beam induced voltage, the bunch w ake eld without dielectric coating and the geometric wake eld alone, all obtained by n umerical integration of Eq. 9. For the latter case, we also present the result of a MAFIA calculation, which is in reasonable agreement, and thus con rms the approximation of Eq. 3. As can be seen, the dielectric and roughness components contribute a little more than half the total. Figure 4 right shows the beam-induced voltage V L at a distance z behind the bunch center, due to the geometric wake eld only, vs. the ratio a=. In calculating V L we h a v e used the t result of Eq. 3. This gure demonstrates that opening the iris radius from 0.1 to 0.17 would decrease V L by about a factor of 3. 
TRANSVERSE WAKE FIELD

Resistive W all
The transverse e ect of the wall resistivity is described by the wake function 3 This formula applies for distances s larger than c=4 b p 1=3 b p , which amounts to 1.6 m for the iris, and 3.8 m for the cavity w alls. The resistive-wall transverse wake elds due to iris and wall are illustrated in Fig. 5 .
Geometric Wake
The slope of the transverse geometric wake eld at the origin is determined by the iris radius 9 :
W 0 T 0 = 2Z 0 c a 4 12 and evaluates to 6 TV m 3 pC, or, in Gaussian units, to 7 10 6 cm ,4 . A t higher frequencies, the impedance can be derived from a di raction model and decays as 3 We here adopt a sign convention opposite to that in Ref. ! ,3=2 10 . However, no general formula exists for the low-frequency part of the impedance, and, to compute the wake eld, we resort to a numerical calculation using MAFIA 11 . As the bunch passes through a periodic array of cells, the wake eld reaches a steady state after about 12 n crit a 2 =4 p 3g z n umber of cells. In our case, n crit 1. Using MAFIA we calculated the wake elds for an array o f 4 and for 3 cells, and took the di erence to obtain an estimate of the steady state wake eld per cell. 
CONCLUSION
We h a v e estimated the longitudinal and transverse wake elds in a W-band 91 GHz accelerating structure. The transverse wake eld is almost completely determined by the structure geometry iris radius. Fo r a 6 0 p C c harge, and a= 0:18, the transverse beam break up is negligible. In the longitudinal plane, the e ect of a dieletric coating and of surface roughness could become as signi cant as the geometric wake eld. The single-bunch beam loading due to the geometric wake eld is much less than 1 of the accelerating gradient. The resistive-wall wake elds are insigni cant in all cases. 9
